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Ensure your data quality with the highly available architecture and error handling features that KEPServerEX provides. KEPServerEX runs on a common Java technology platform to increase availability. Data exchange between the client and the upstream application and downstream network takes place in a dedicated
communications gateway where data is transmitted using the protocol defined by the client. KEPServerEX is rigorously tested and extensively monitored to ensure its scalability and performance for customers. About Kepware Technologies Kepware Technologies, established in 1995, develops a wide range of communication and

interoperability software solutions for the Automation industry. The companys flexible and scalable solutions help connect, manage, monitor, and control diverse automation devices and software applications, while its industry-endorsed software solutions improve operations and decision making throughout all levels of an
organization. Kepware Technologies mission is to be the standard for connectivity by developing Advanced Communications for Automation. Suppliers can use KEPServerEX to enable direct connectivity of their applications to devices and networks that require secure, reliable communications. By using KEPServerEX, your solution can

authenticate devices, offer bandwidth management, adapt to different protocols and even allow advanced options such as packet filters or traffic shaping. The Kepware KepServerEX 4.5.201 and RedundancyMaster 5.8.201 have been updated to work with the new KepServerEX V5. The major changes are: KEPServerEX V5 is a full
OPC UA 1.3 server and supports up to 1000 OPC UA 1.2 clients. The KepServerEX V5 includes in-built KepServer client New server-side functions allow for automatic update of OPC UA servers, supporting directory services and authentication. KEPServerEX V5 is available for Linux and Windows and requires only Java 1.7 or later.
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Kepler Web Socket Communication, Kepler Analyzer, and Kepler Operator have all been
updated to work with KEPServerEX V5. The major changes are: Kepler Web Socket

communication has been expanded to support encrypted transmissions and can use
AES128, AES256, or AES192 and AES256. Kepler Operator has been changed from being a

web-based OPC UA server into a KEPServerEX V5 client. Kepler Operator is renamed to
SmartView Kepler Analyzer has been enhanced to produce operator alerts and to include
operator status and operator scheduling capabilities. Kepler Analyzer is a KEPServerEX V5

client and can be added as another OPC UA client to KEPServerEX V5. The Kepware
KepServerEX 4.1.1+ Topology Browser is used to display OPC clients connected to

KEPServerEX, KepServer, and RedundancyMaster. The tab allows simultaneous view of
OPC and proprietary protocols, and topology information from KepServerEX and

RedundancyMaster. KEPServerEX V5 allows users to connect to Kepware software using
any modern web browser. The web client is self-contained and lightweight. Users can
benefit from the experience of working on a local computer and also access the client

through a web browser. KEPServerEX V5 includes the KepServer, RedundancyMaster, and
LinkMaster clients. The KepServer client is designed to work with any OPC UA compliant
device. KepServer provides real-time monitoring, reporting, and control of remote device

OPC UA communication over the Internet. RedundancyMaster provides location-aware
device redundancy with robust BGP and OSPF network management. LinkMaster is an

MQTT broker and OPC UA data aggregator that provides the basis for a redundant Internet-
based OPC UA communication network. 5ec8ef588b
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